Downloading the information stored in relational databases into XML and other flat formats is a common task in bioinformatics. This periodical dumping of information requires considerable CPU time, disk and memory resources. YAdumper has been developed as a purpose-specific tool to deal with the integral structured information download of relational databases. YAdumper is a Java application that organizes database extraction following an XML template based on an external Document Type Declaration. Compared with other non-native alternatives, YAdumper substantially reduces memory requirements and considerably improves writing performance.
Supplementary information:
The software and the user's manual can be obtained from ftp://pdgftp.cnb.uam.es/pub/ soft/YAdumper/. Additional information referenced in this paper can be found at ftp://pdgftp.cnb.uam.es/pub/people/ jmfernandez/YAdumper/ Relational databases are commonly used in biological projects to store and process massive amounts of inter-dependent information. In various situations, part of the information in these databases is transferred to flat files, or interchanged with other databases. In these operations, it is essential to preserve data integrity and internal dependencies. This dumping of information requires large amounts of memory and considerable time, and in many cases it has to be periodically repeated. YAdumper has been developed as a purpose-specific tool dealing with the integral structured information download of relational databases, independent of any relational database management system (RDBMS). The primary application is in databases dealing with molecular biological information; in particular, we have developed and tested YAdumper in the context of a large database of * To whom correspondence should be addressed. experimental information relating to Arabidopsis (REGIAdb; Alonso-Allende et al., 2002) and in connection with the Planet project (http://mips.gsf.de/proj/planet/) that addresses the connectivity and interchange between plant-based projects in Europe.
EXISTING OPEN SOURCE SOLUTIONS
The use of native dumping tools from each RDBMS is the most efficient way to extract huge volumes of information from a database, because they are aided by the RDBMS itself. The principal drawback is that they cannot be used with other RDBMSs, and they do not share a standard interface. We aim to provide a general open source solution. We have tested four general tools used to download information from relational databases to flat or XML files: Java XMLDump, XML-DBMS, Perl Text::Templar and Template Toolkit. All of them require large amounts of memory, generally proportional to the size of the DB query to be processed, and their design is not well adapted to the specific tasks of DB to flat-file translation. XMLDump uses a fixed XML file format, which is too rigid for most bioinformatics applications. Additionally, it requires the use of an XSL transformation library to produce the desired XML format, which introduces additional complications. The current implementation of XSL transformation libraries cannot deal with large input datasets, since its Java implementation requires up to 100-fold more memory than the size of the output file.
XML-DBMS is more flexible in the representation of a single, or a set of related tables, but it also requires excessive amounts of memory since it stores the complete XML logical structure in memory.
The other two tools, Perl Text::Templar and Template Toolkit, are not specifically designed to export XML. They also have enormous memory requirements, since they store the complete output in memory before producing the final files. This implementation is required in text editing to enable operations to be undone but it is inadequate for the problem described here. YAdumper has been designed to overcome these deficiencies, and to help in the optimization of query procedures. It is coded in Java for portability, it can be used as a commandline program or as a library, and it makes no assumption about the database capabilities. It requires as input a set of global variables, the formatting functions, the output file names and the XML template file. During the process, the template data is the only content stored in memory permanently, and it drives the data writing and recovery tasks. This XML template is organized in a set of 'basic' and 'compound' blocks.
'Basic' blocks are the 'pre-formatted' and 'template' blocks, which are ultimately responsible for the output. The 'compound' blocks are the ones that control data flow, e.g. query result retrieval. 'Compound' blocks can be composed of one or more nested blocks, which are processed each time their parent blocks are issued.
A 'template' block is essentially a text with embedded variable placeholders, including defined variable names and formatting functions. At each placeholder, the corresponding variable name is substituted by its value, optionally postprocessed by a formatting function. Used variables are stored in the context frame of the parent compound block, or in the global set of variables.
The most useful 'compound' block is the query loop, which is used to fetch results from queries made to the relational database. New variable frames are created with each query by using variables from the parent's context and the recovered column values. Queries can be sent to different databases, making it possible to retrieve and combine information from different data sources in a single output. Queries are not static, and they follow the same formatting rules than the text in the template blocks, so they can be re-written by parameters, i.e. a table with pre-stored database queries could be directly inserted and processed.
A real case application in the context of the REGIA and Planet projects is the following: dumping to a file all the gene sequences, their accession numbers, assigned descriptions and the list of related genes detected with two-hybrid experiments. All this information is stored in the RegiaDB (Alonso-Allende et al., 2002) . The intuitive way to perform this task would be to launch a single query to retrieve the sequences, the main accession number and the description, followed by additional queries needed to retrieve the related genes. In this situation, the number of related entries that will be downloaded increases, since two database queries must be fired for each retrieved entry, i.e. each gene can be either a bait or a prey in the two-hybrid nomenclature. Even small sets of 300 interactions (entries) may create a problem in launching a proportional number of queries, dedicating more time to the database queries than to information retrieval, with unnecessary repetitions of the query-planning task. The repetition ratio was as bad as 11 to 1 for this 300 entry download, a ratio that could be worse if the database scheduling system finds difficulties in planning the inner queries. The combination of inner and outer queries, which could improve the performance, would in turn produce an undesirable repetition of identical fields, whose filtering could be impractical in large datasets, e.g. chromosome sequences. The procedure 'once condition' implemented in YAdumper allows the retrieval of all the accession numbers, along with all the related information, in a single query that is directly sorted by accession number to speed up the detection of repetitions. Additionally, displaying the results only requires printing of the first occurrence of repeated fields.
YAdumper also includes another helper procedure, 'correlated query loop', for the use of correlated queries that include the original outer query and one or more inner queries. Additional speed is obtained by pulling together inner queries with similar join conditions. Both the outer and the inner queries are executed simultaneously, but their results are read at a different speed during the creation of the output. This use of correlated queries facilitates the retrieval of hundreds of thousands of related rows from a biological database with only a few queries.
We have benchmarked YAdumper using a 512 MB, 360 MHz UltraSparc-II Sun workstation with Solaris 7 as the client. The database server was a 1 GB, 1.2 GHz Athlon with Linux, dedicated to serve various relational databases. Both machines were linked using a general-purpose fast-Ethernet network. The relational database management system was PostgreSQL 7.1.3. The Java version was JDK 1.3.1_07, standard edition for Solaris. The memory used in the database management task always remained under 128 MB; YAdumper process allocated 35 MB of which almost 30 MB was used by the Java Virtual Machine.
In order to test the implementation, we built two templates according to the scenario described above (these templates are available in the additional information). One of the templates (paperslow) used 'standard' loops, and the other one (paperfast) used 'correlated loops'. REGIA has near 31 000 entries in the gene table, from the Arabidopsis thaliana genome, with about 25 000 true genes. A total of 472 different genes were involved in two-hybrid experiments at the time of this experiment.
The size of the generated output file was 120 MB. The procedure with the 'paperslow' template required ∼2 h, and the one with 'paperfast' only 2 min. This difference is explained by the number of queries performed: 62 000 with the slow template and 3 with the fast one. The slow template could gain performance from a database with prepared queries in the server side (PostgreSQL 7.1 does not support them), but even that would be slow in comparison to the procedure implemented in YAdumper. The fast template could run even faster because both client and server had idle time and in this case the network was the bottleneck.
